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A Groundbreaking, Four-Step Plan that Immediately Really helps to Improve YOUR SKIN LAYER.
Everyone gets a blemish occasionally. Terry J. Now there's a solution! Discover ways to: * Clear up pimples
no matter your actual age or skin type * Avoid potential breakouts and keep epidermis healthy and glowing
* Deal with breakouts caused by hormonal changes (including pregnancy and menopause), stress, travel,
exhaustion, and more * Eliminate razor bumps in males * Effectively cover up blemishes until treatment is
complete-tips for both men and women * Care for your skin using vitamins and antioxidants. But for some,
acne is certainly a way of lifestyle. You can view dramatic results in less than twenty-four hours! In six
weeks or less, this program helps eliminate pimples in ninety-five percent of most cases-even the most
severe ones. Dubrow, a renowned expert in neuro-scientific skincare and director of the Pimples Clinic of
Newport Seaside, CA, offers a thorough, safe, and fast-performing, four-step cure for this condition without
risky prescription drugs, unpleasant unwanted effects, or major adjustments in diet or life-style. Dr.
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Cured acne quickly and inexpensively I tried the regimen outlined in this book and it solved my skin in a
matter of times. I use Neutrogena acne clean, Alpha Hydrox 10% lotion 6oz, and Neutrogena benzoyl
peroxide. Drug stores in my area do not carry the Alpha Hydrox brand any more but you will get it on
amazon or from their personal website- it's good stuff and ridiculously cheap no matter where you obtain it.
He explains the objective of each item used, and backs its efficiency up by mentioning scientific studies. I
had been using the salicylic acid wash and glycolic acid lotion twice a time for two weeks prior to doing the
1st ice treatment to try to dissolve a few of the blockages initial. I only do the ice treatment now if I feel or
visit a bump starting, or else monthly as a preventative- it's just a little tough on my pores and skin. I wanted
to understand my pimples before bust reading the “to perform” section and I’m pleased I did. Good info
Good info We made my own ice packs double-bagging freezer ziplock bags and partially filling them with
water. I imagine you could use the ice treatment for any serum you desire absorbed deep into the skin. Stick
to the protocol and it works Does take time, but SO worthwhile! I am trying to include in the supplements
recommended but will it's too much to remember to consider each day. All three of the treatments are
inexpensive and I want I had known about this in the past because I had to endure acne needlessly for years.
I have followed the steps exactly as outline in the book, and have used the products described. Finally! A
CLEAR young looking encounter!5 and the ones two products are in the proper pH range. I'll admit that I
DO NOT perform the routine just as outlined in the reserve, but I still have gotten positive results. Things
work for approximately a week for me after that it all comes back, sometimes worse.8-4.2) for 2-3 moments,
wash off and pat dry out.2) Apply Alpha Hydrox 10% glycolic acid oil free formula (includes a pH of 4)and
leave on. I, like numerous others, have tried everything without achievement. 28 days for pores and skin to
turn over, so I plan to supply the system 2 cycles before I quit. Everything in this book is practical.The book
is a great read for understanding acne and how over the counter acne products work.2) Wash with
neutrogena oil free acne clean for 2-3 a few minutes like I do in the morning, rinse and pat dry.3) Wait five
minutes and then I apply the pimples control lotion (has 2.5% benzoyl peroxide) from the Neutrogena acne
kit. I've mild acne, so I dont observe how I could maintain the 5% of people this supposedly can not work
for.The key reason why I use Neutrogena oil free acne wash and Alpha Hydrox 10% glycolic acid is
basically because I read somewhere that to get proper exfoliation the merchandise will need a pH of 3 to 4 4.
After spending thousands of dollars the last 25 years to discover skincare to completely clear pimples,
blackheads and control my Incredibly oily skin without drying out and aging my face, I finally found items
and a routine that works for me personally after finding and scanning this excellent book. Just started my
treatment, but my encounter looks better already! Simply started my treatment Great book! Wonderful. It
teaches a obvious simple remedy by a health care provider who knows what he's talking about. Read it for
those who have skin problems that are longstanding This is a great book. This publication did provide me
with some knowledge to trick my "skin doctor hating" friends in understanding even more about their skin,
cleaning and addressing "their" particular problem. Dubrow is not selling the book to then get you to buy
one of is own products (if he offers any). I am certain that my pimples is hormone related. I am in week 6 of
the program outlined in the book, and also have seen minimal outcomes. The doctor has additional
information on keeping skin healthy once you cure the acne that is useful. I REALLY DO NOT ice my
encounter first like it says to in the publication. not the most expansive top quality stuff but definitely not the
inexpensive stuff and I bought an ice pack specifically for that person. Good skincare advice, however, not a
"cure" for acne.3) Wait 4 moments and I then apply Neutrogena oil free of charge lotion spf 15 with
DermaNaturals from the Neutrogena acne kit. Up to now, the results are less than expected.We am in the
medical field, and what's presented in the reserve makes sense, however the actual plan he outlines is not
supported by scientific data. I only do the benzoyl peroxide and ice thing twice and it had been enough to
accomplish it for me. The flaw is normally he supports each individual treatment with current data, but has
no data supporting his combination of treatment. Therefore, you can only end up being skeptical of the



applications true effectiveness. I admit, after reading the publication I was convinced it could work,
however, 6 weeks later I've shown small improvement. I never had teenage acne.I have suffered from adult
acne for approximately 6 years, with the onset at about age 25. My dermatologist says that I've mild
pimples, but lets face it, for those who have acne it is not mild! I REALLY DO NOT wash it off like it says
to in the reserve. Good skincare information, however, not a cure for acne. Overall I probably spent $80-100
for everything. Therefore, topical medication could make pimples better, but will never serve as a remedy.
My opinion, when you can afford it, find an endocrinologist that treats pimples.Evening Program:1) Quickly
and gently I wash with the skin polishing cleanser from the Neutrogena acne kit to wash off the sunscreen
and OC Eight I placed on in the morning hours. It takes approx. Not only have these products which
skincare routine cleared most of my acne, but my skin is quite even toned, young looking and a lot less
oily!4) I then apply OC Eight to my (not nearly while oily since it used to be) t-zone. I really do not suffer
with ance and understand many many people battling with acne and REFUSE to do the dermatologist. I am
a female in my mid-30’s and also have been battling acne for about a year . 5, both deep cystic acne and
surface blackheads. Your skin problem is resolved with readily available products that aren't expensive, so
Dr. I will read this book over and over. My skin was stuck in a rut and there wasn’t something I could
perform about it. As I browse it, I produced a chart. Acne treatment is a simple but diligent process. Five
Stars This certainly works. I admit I was skeptical when I first go through this publication, but I had by no
means used all three remedies together and that is the key. First, the good news - IT WORKS. The bad news
is definitely that the regimen is certainly frustrating and can be a bit expensive once and for all quality
products. But if you’re like me and also have literally tried every item out there to no avail, try out this and
you received’t be disappointed. I am a newly (1 yr) licensed skin care professional. Whether it’s topical or
in tablet form, I’ve tried a large number of over-the-counter products, just as many natural/homeopathic
remedies and have gone to dermatologists and aestheticians. Here's my am/pm routine:Morning Routine:1)
Wash with Neutrogena oil free acne wash (has 2% salicylic acid with a pH of 3. Worth Reading Really,
Really appreciated this book. I purchased Dr. Dubrow’s publication and read it in a day. I still utilize the
other two each morning and night, and I really do not wash off the glycolic acid lotion. It’s good to know
what you’re against and why you’re carrying out what you’re performing. I bought mid-range products;
I've less irritation, but my pores remain quite definitely clogged. If acne is definitely hormone related, which
for me more often than not is, topical medication will not change the degrees of hormones the body
produces. Four Stars Not realistic to implement Great book Great up to now with the skin clearing. The
basics of the book are included in his newest release. Great book! As an adult I have constantly battled
insanely oily pores and skin, facial inflammation, cystic chin pimples and blackheads that I could never
completely get rid of. I must say that I have never had skin this clear since I was probably about 12 years
old! It isn't exactly how the physician says to do it, nonetheless it works for me.
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